
Present Detection Methods

Hybrid detection of extensive 
air showers

•lateral distributions on ground 
level

•~100% duty cycle

The Pierre Auger Observatory

•longitudinal shower 
development

•~15 % duty cycle (moonless 
nights)

•light absorption by aerosols

Fluorescence telescopes

Water Cherenkov detectors
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Radio Emission
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n UHECRs produce particle 
showers in atmosphere

Radio Emission in Air Showers

Geo-synchrotron

Earth
B-Field
~0.3 G

coherent
E-Field

shower front

e ± ~50 MeV

n e± emit (mostly) synchrotron 
rad. in geomagnetic field

n Shower front is ~2-3 m thick 
~ wavelength at 100 MHz

n Emissions from all e± (Ne) add 
up coherently

n Radio power grows 
quadratically with Ne

•coherence
•time variation

n Mainly: Charge separation in 
geomagnetic field

Theory predicts additional 
mechanisms:

n excess of electrons in shower:
charge excess

n superposition of emission due 
to Cherenkov effect in 
atmosphere
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Synchrotron radiation in Geomagnetic Field

•radio emission dominated by geosynchrotron emission
•emission strength depends on angle to Earthʻs B field

α
shower

NorthSouth

Geomagnetic field

East

C. Glaser, ARENA (2012)D. Arduin et al., Astropart. Phys. 31 (2009) 192
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Radio Emission in Air Showers
1st order: geomagnetic emission

• time-varying transverse 
currents

• signal strength 
~ v x B = v B sin(α)

• purely linear polarisation
• E-field vector aligned with

v x B for all oberver 
locations

• emission can be 
„compressed“ by Cherenkov 
effects

T. Huege, K. de Vries
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Radio Emission in Air Showers
2nd order: Askaryan emission
• Askaryan: time-varying charge-

excess
• also occurs for n=1!
• Cherenkov effects „compress“ 

the emission
• not „classical“ Cherenkov 

emission of
a non-varying net charge

• linearly polarized
• E-field vector radially oriented, 

varies with observer location 
relative to core

T. Huege, K. de Vries
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History
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Jodrell Bank 1946

Echos from meteor trails
Radio emission from M31

radio
astronomy

No air showers detected• No luck due to rapid attachment time (ns) of 
free electrons in the lower atmosphere 
(damping factor)

• However did detect echoes from Meteor 
trails: led to major research programmes on 
meteors and radio astronomy

• Large 218 ft telescope pointing to Zenith for 
CR radar – but found meteors and  
discovered radio emission from M31

• Even larger fully steerable telescope built:

-
2 2O Oe+ !

No luck due to rapid attachment time (ns) of free 
electrons in the lower atmosphere (damping factor)
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Blackett’s Field ~1967, Porter MSc

Blackettʼs Field ~1967
Porter MSc

First radio detection of air showers 1965

Jelley et al Nature 1965,  R. A. Porter MSc Thesis 1967,

Jelley et al Nature 1965
R. A. Porter MSc Thesis 1967
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Haverah Park (Leeds)          Allan 1971

Lateral Distribution

Results Summary

1
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But later results (Baggio 1977, MacDonald and Prescott 1981)
showed:
• Spectrum Flat over 30-100 MHz
•Large fluctuations in field strength (100 %)

– no clear dependence on energy
What’s the story today?
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Radio Detectors
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Large-scale radio detectors
to measure extensive air showers

0.5 km2

5 km2  (core)
~1800 antennas

20 000 km2

next-
generation 
cosmic-ray 

detector

Auger Engineering Radio Array
AERA

CODALEMA

20 km2

~160 antennas

0.5 km2
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radio antennas

particle detectors

Objectives:
• understand radio 

emission processes

• measure properties 
of cosmic rays
- energy
- mass
- direction
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LOPES
Lofar Prototype Station
30 antennas operating at 
KASCADE-Grande

D
A

frontend
PC

RAM
module

2 GByte

active antenna

PC
DAQ

GB
>100

dig.data optical

transmit.

80 MSPS

40!80 Mhz

RF
1 Gbit/s

amp+filter

80 MHz sample clock

40 MHz digital clock

sync signal digital data
on optical fiber

dig.data PCI

bus

optical

receiver

Memory Buffer (TIM!Module)

2 x 1 Gbit/s2nd input

40 MHz

80 MHz

Clock Card
5 MHz input
1 Hz input

trigger input
veto

time!stamp

Master Clock
Module

& distribution
clock generation

sync signal
distribution

distribution
sync signal
distribution

clock

Slave Clock Module

sync signal

from KASCADE

sync signal

2 m, 100 m,
or 150 m

RML (Receiver Module LOPES)

ethernet

100 m or 180 m

coax cable

Fig. 1. Outline of the LOPES hardware. The signal is picked up by the
antenna, sent via a coaxial cable to the receiver module, digitized and sent to
the memory module. From there it can be read out by the front-end PC and
transmitted to the central data acquisition PC. The clock signals are generated
by the master clock module and, together with the sync-signal, sent to the
slave modules for further distribution.

ray measurements. LOPES is set up at the site of KASCADE-
Grande an existing air shower array.

In this paper the hardware, configuration, calibration, and
the analysis software of LOPES is presented. A more detailed
description of LOPES can be found in [2], details about the
Self Trigger Array LOPES-STAR can be found in [3].

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. The Hardware of LOPES

LOPES operates in the frequency range of 40 MHz to
80 MHz. This is a band with relatively little RFI in between
the short-wave- and the FM-band. Additionally this frequency
range is low enough that the emission from air showers is
strong, but not so low that the background emission from the
Galactic plane is too strong.

Although we chose a relatively quiet frequency band
LOPES still has to deal with significant RFI (see fig. 8). But
LOPES must also be able to detect faint radio pulses from
air showers. This leads to two design goals for the hardware.
The first is that the noise added by the hardware should be
less than the background noise from the sky. As the average
sky temperature in our frequency band ranges from 2000 K at
80 MHz to !10000 K at 40 MHz this goal is relatively easy to
meet. The second goal is that the dynamic range of the system
has to be large enough to handle both the RFI and the small
signals, i.e. distortions of the signal caused by the RFI in our
electronics should be also less than the background noise. This
puts a significant restriction on the kind of ADCs we can use,
i.e. we cannot use 8-bit ADCs. The availability of ADCs with
a sufficient dynamic range limited the bandwidth to 40 MHz
and thus prevented us from using the range between 40 MHz
and the short-wave-band.

The outline of the hardware used for LOPES can be seen in
figure 1. It samples the radio frequency signal after minimal
analog treatment without the use of a local oscillator.

1) Antenna: The antennas for LOPES are short dipole
antennas with an “inverted V” shape. One of the LOPES
antennas at the KASCADE-Grande site is shown in figure 2.
The visible parts are commercial PVC pipes holding the active
parts in place, while being transparent to the radiation. The

Fig. 2. One of the LOPES antennas at the KASCADE-Grande site. The
active balun resides inside the container at the top of the antenna. The radiator
consists of cables in two opposing edges of the pyramid. By choosing the
east-west or north-south edges our antenna is sensitive to the east-west resp.
north-south polarized component of the radiation.

Fig. 3. Gain pattern of a single LOPES antenna [4]. The vertical direction
(azimuth = 0! or = 180!) is the direction perpendicular to the dipole, the
horizontal direction is the one parallel to the dipole. The contours (dashed
lines) are at the 50% and 10% levels.

radiator consists of two copper cables extending from the top
down two thirds of two opposing edges of the pyramid. The
PVC exterior of the antenna resides on an aluminum pedestal.
This acts as a ground screen and protects the antenna from
being damaged by lawn mowers.

This geometry determines the antenna pattern of the sin-
gle antenna. The pattern, as obtained from simulations [4],
is shown in figure 3. The half power beam width of the
antenna ranges from ! 85! in the direction parallel to the
dipole (E-plane) to ! 130! in the direction perpendicular to
the dipole (H-plane). The four edges can be used for two
orthogonal linear polarizations of the signal. If one measures
both polarization directions one can do full polarimetry of the
signal.

Inside the container at the top resides the active balun.
Its main functions are balanced to unbalanced conversion,
amplification of the signal and transformation of the antenna
impedance to the 50! impedance of the cable. The amplifier
is a negative feedback amplifier, with a passive feedback net-

digital radio interferometer

5 20 June 2012, ARENA, Erlangen   LOPES Overview  
   

frank.schroeder@kit.edu 
Institut für Kernphysik, KIT Campus North 

LOPES started in 2003 as 
 LOFAR prototype station 

Proof-of-principle for air-shower detection 
with digital radio interferometry 

Now LOPES 3D using tripole antennas 
  see poster by D. Huber (LOPES Coll.) 

Data used in this talk from 2005-2009 

LOPES history 

shower detection 

Now LOPES 3D using tripole antennas 
(LOPES Coll.) 
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17 core stations
17 remote stations
+ international stations

Station Layout

each (dutch) station:
  96 low-band antennas                   30-  80 MHz
  high-band antennas (2x24 tiles) 120-240 MHz

low band high band

low band high ban
d

www.lofar.org

85 m

130 m
LOFAR Opening
12th June 2010
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Tautenburg (DE)

LOFAR stations across 
Europe

Chilbolton (UK) Potsdam (DE)

Unterweilenbach (DE)

Nançay (FR)

Jülich (DE)

Effelsberg (DE)

Onsala (SE)
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Dense core 
in NL

18 stations
~ 5 km2
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LOFAR Radboud Air Shower Array - LORA

20 scintillator units
(~1 m2 each)
read out by 
wavelength shifter 
bar and PMT
in LOFAR core

             provide 

- properties of EAS 
- and trigger
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Digital beam forming

Solar burst observed with LOPES

IBM Blue Gene Supercomputer
19



M87

M84

A1552

NGC4568

Virgo A 

de Gasperin et al.
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Auger Engineering Radio Array
AERA
Objective:
• measure radio emission from EAS in frequency range 30 MHz - 80 MHz
• ~20 km2 array with ~160 antennas
•  operation together with infill/HEAT/AMIGA
•  three antenna spacings to cover efficiently 17.2 < lg E/eV < 19.0
•  measure composition of cosmic rays in energy region of   

 transition from galactic to extragalactic cosmic rays
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Auger Engineering Radio Array
AERA

Jörg R. Hörandel, Radboud University Nijmegen for

Auger Engineering Radio Array
Review, Malargüe, April 2009

1.Introduction

2.Physics case

3.Site layout

4.Antennas

5.Electronics

6.Communications

7.Power harvesting and EMC

8.DAQ

9.Risk analysis

10.Management

comms antenna
GPS antenna

solar
panel

physics antenna
30 - 80 MHz

electronics
& battery

coherent
E-Field

geomagnetic 
field

radio pulses

+
+

+

____

air shower
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installation
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Auger Engineering Radio Array
AERA

Jörg R. Hörandel, Radboud University Nijmegen for

Auger Engineering Radio Array
Review, Malargüe, April 2009

1.Introduction

2.Physics case

3.Site layout

4.Antennas

5.Electronics

6.Communications

7.Power harvesting and EMC

8.DAQ

9.Risk analysis

10.Management

~8 km2
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Anna Nelles, ARENA 2012, Erlangen

Air shower properties: shower front

16

Ability of LOFAR to 
measure shape of 
shower front

LOFAR can resolve 
2 ns 
(no additional phase 
calibration)

Simulated spherical 
shower front for 
measured air shower 
signals

Differences in time 
with respect to plane 
wave are resolvable

Deviations from plane wave

A.Corstanje

high antenna density:
precission measurements 
of radio emission

25
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Auger Engineering Radio Array
AERA complementary techniques to observe 

air showers:
cross calibration between techniques

shower properties: energy, mass, direction
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Air shower measured in
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Air shower measured in
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Calibration & Data Analysis
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In-situ calibration of the antennas
Setup of measurements

Octocopter with reference

antenna,

Far field: r > 2D2/λ (30-50 m)

Outer and inner antenna,

Measurement of one polarisation

5

Setup of measurements
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Setup of measurements

Octocopter with reference

antenna,

Far field: r > 2D2/λ (30-50 m)

Outer and inner antenna,

Measurement of one polarisation

5
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Determination of the gain

Pr

Pt
=

�
λ

4πR

�2

GrGt

Friis transmission equation

Pr - Power of receiver
Pt - Power of transmitter
λ - Wavelength
Gt - Gain of transmitting antenna
R - Distance between antennas
Gr - Gain of receiving antenna (LBA)
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In-situ calibration of the antennasDetermination of the gain
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Pr - Power of receiver
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λ - Wavelength
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35

P. Schellart et al.: LOFAR – Detecting Cosmic Rays with a Radio Telescope

electric field. Those efforts will be described in a forth-
coming publication and include calibration on astronomi-
cal sources, terrestrial transmitters, and already conducted
dedicated measurement campaigns, similar to those already
performed at other experiments, e.g. (Nehls et al. 2008).
Once implemented, the reconstruction pipeline will deliver
calibrated electric field strengths and their polarization
components for all events. However, significant progress
in understanding the cosmic-ray radio emission mechanism
can already be made with just a relative calibration.

3.2.5. Relative gain calibration

The LOFAR LBA measurement is dominated by sky noise,
which in turn is dominated by the Galaxy moving through
the antenna beam pattern. Therefore, the noise as seen by
each antenna is a function of the Local Sidereal Time (LST)
and can be used to correct for differences in gain between
antennas. Instead of correcting all antennas at all times to
a fixed value, which would be over or underestimating the
noise at certain times, the received power can be normal-
ized to a LST-dependent reference value. In figure 10 the
integrated spectral power (equation 4), after RFI cleaning,
is given as a function of LST for the instrumental polar-
ization 0 and 1. One can define a reference value for the
integrated spectral power as a function of LST by fitting a
function to these data points. Since the movement of the
Galaxy through the antenna beam pattern is periodic by
nature it is fitted it with the 2nd order Fourier series

Pref(t) =
a0
2

+
order�

n=1

an sin(nt) + bn cos(nt), (5)

thereby avoiding artificial jumps in the fit at 0h LST. This
results in a gain correction for each antenna as

x�(ω) =

�
Pref(t)

P (t)
x(ω), (6)

where the square root is needed, because the correction is
applied to the amplitude spectrum.

3.3. Identifying cosmic-ray signals

After cleaning and calibration of the data, the central ele-
ment of the pipeline is the identification and characteriza-
tion of the radio pulse as the signal of the air shower.

3.3.1. Using information from the particle detectors

In the trigger time, information is encoded about what time
the pulse should have been measured. Figure 11 shows the
difference in time between the trigger from the particle de-
tectors and the pulse location in the radio data. The distri-
bution has a width of 168 ns and shows a general offset be-
tween LOFAR and LORA of about 253±168 ns. In absolute
timing the offset is 10253 ns, of which 10000 ns are already
accounted for in the triggering system. This difference is
due to the fact that both detectors operate independently
on different timing systems.

The average offset is obtained by fitting a Gaussian to
the distributions of pulse positions with respect to the trig-
ger time. This is only an approximation, as the real off-
set per event depends on the position of the core and the

(a) Instrumental polarization 0 (NE-SW).

(b) Instrumental polarization 1 (NW-SE).

Fig. 10: The integrated spectral power normalized to the
bandwidth, after RFI cleaning, as function of local sidereal
time for an both antenna polarizations. Also shown is the
fitted second order Fourier transform (solid line). The un-
certainties on the data still include systematics due to the
set-up itself, as well as possible artifacts of the RFI clean-
ing, when having certain frequencies that are contaminated
in a significant fraction of the data.

incoming direction, as well as additional effects like clock
drifts and hardware uncertainties. The spread is however
sufficiently small for Superterp stations. Stations further
away can have larger offsets due to the travel time of the
light, which can be corrected for after a reconstruction of
the shower.

This allows for the pulse search to be restricted to a
small fraction of the full time trace limiting the chance to
pick up random noise fluctuations.

3.3.2. Finding candidate events

The trigger threshold of the scintillator array is chosen to
be lower than the threshold to detect a radio signal. This
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electric field. Those efforts will be described in a forth-
coming publication and include calibration on astronomi-
cal sources, terrestrial transmitters, and already conducted
dedicated measurement campaigns, similar to those already
performed at other experiments, e.g. (Nehls et al. 2008).
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A measured air shower
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rotation (Ex, Ey, Ez)
T
= R ·(Eθ, Eφ, 0)T with rotation ma-

trix

R =

�
cos θ cosφ − sinφ sin θ cosφ
cos θ sinφ cosφ sin θ sinφ
− sin θ 0 cos θ

�
. (16)

Note that this assumption is only approximately true
since the signal is measured in the near field of the shower
and the source is moving. However, these are second order
effects and the Eθ(t) and Eφ(t) components are expected
to dominate over the En(t) component. Moreover, since
LOFAR uses a dual polarization setup it is not possible to
extract the En(t) component.

The pipeline concludes by storing pulse parameters for
each antenna in the projected directions.

3.5. Extracting Pulse Parameters

In addition to the shower arrival direction, obtained from
pulse timing, two more parameters are extracted. For each
antenna the peak amplitude and integrated power of the
pulse are calculated.

Without multiplicative unit conversion factors, ignored
for current lack of absolute calibration, the integrated pulse
power is defined through the integration of the instanta-
neous Poynting vector and the electric field strength as:

P =

�

k

Pk ∝
�

k

�

∆t
|Ek(t)|2dt, (17)

where k = (x, y, z) are the polarization components of the
electric field and ∆t = 55ns is taken as a symmetric window
around the pulse maximum.

This is calculated in discrete sampling xi as

Pk =
1

f




�

signal

|xi|2 −
Nsignal

Nnoise

�

noise

|xi|2


 , (18)

where f = 200MHz is the sampling frequency and Nsignal

and Nnoise are the number of samples in the signal and noise
windows respectively. The noise window consists of the full
327680 ns block excluding the pulse window.

3.6. Data example

The result of the reconstruction pipeline is a full three di-
mensional electric field vector per antenna position as a
function of time. There are various ways in which this re-
sult can be visualized. The shower footprint, figure 19,
shows the signal strength (peak amplitude of the radio sig-
nal) at the measured antenna locations as well as the time
of arrival. Here, one can see that both the radio signal
strength and the arrival times are consistent with the air-
shower direction and core position as determined by the
scintillator array. Both effects are distinctive properties of
radio emission from air showers and are not produced by
RFI.

Another common way to visualize the result is in the
form of the lateral distribution, shown in figure 20. Here the
radio signal strength, in all three polarization components,
is shown as a function of projected distance to the shower
axis. Further details of event by event characteristics will
be reported in forthcoming publications.

Fig. 19: Footprint of an air shower measured with LOFAR.
The signal strength (peak amplitude of the radio signal) is
encoded logarithmically in the size of the marker and the
color shows the time of arrival. The pentagons represent the
positions of the particle detectors, their size is proportional
to the number of registered particles. The reconstructed
shower axis is indicated by the cross for the core position
and the line for the projected arrival direction.
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Fig. 20: Distribution of radio signals (peak amplitude)
with respect to the distance from the shower axis, shown in
the three components of the reconstructed electric field.

4. Properties of reconstructed air showers

In order to verify the data quality and the method of re-
construction a short overview of the first data taken with
LOFAR is given. The current data set (June 2011 until
February 2013) contains 3187 recorded triggers, of which
1438 pass the strict quality cut for a good data reconstruc-
tion of the particle measurement, e.g. the is core contained
within the array. Of all triggers, 367 events contain signals
of cosmic rays as identified by the pipeline, with a threshold
energy of 1016 eV.
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Lateral distribution in 3 polarization components
A measured air shower
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Fig. 6. The skymap (azimuth relativ to the zenith angle which is
less than 50 degrees) of the East-West selected events which are
mostly coming from North. The color code represent the Cross-
Correlation-Beam of the recorded pulse heights (pulse height >1.5
µVolt/m/MHz); the values are decreasing from the bottom to top.
The large cubic points represent the highest recorded pulse heights.

Fig. 7. The skymap (same as Fig.6) of the selected North-South
events which are coming from East and West. The color code repre-
sent the CrossCorrelation-Beam of the recorded pulse heights (pulse
height >1.5 µVolt/m/MHz). The large cubic points represent the
highest recorded pulse heights.

on the position of the observer relative to the incoming
shower direction.

4. Summary and Outlook

LOPES is performing polarization measurements which
allows a much more detailed analysis of the radio events,
than with East-West polarization measurements only. The

array is absolute amplitude calibrated in order to estimate
the electric field strength of the short radio pulse (of some
tens of nanoseconds) generated by the cosmic ray air show-
ers in the Atmosphere. With the help of these two features,
now we can fully compare our measurements with Monte
Carlo simulations.

As next steps in the analysis, we will consider:

a. The normalization of the pulse height using di!erent
iteration steps based on air shower parameters, like pri-
mary energy, geomagnetic angle, muon number, etc.

b. The reconstruction of the original signal by up-sampling
(interpolation between the sampling points) per single
antenna [1].

c. The reconstraction of the polarization vector, e.g. per
dual-polarized antenna, to draw the path to the com-
parison with simulations.

Having fully understood the radio signals generated
by air showers, including polarization characteristics, we
open a new window in measuring the most energetic par-
ticles coming from the Universe. Therefore, we improve
and optimize the hardware for large scale application
in ultra high energy cosmic ray experimets, like Pierre
Auger Observatoy and LOFAR.
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Geosynchrotron component
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arrival direction of cosmic rays (sky map)

magnetic field
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Charge excess component
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14 20 June 2012, ARENA, Erlangen   LOPES Overview  
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Direction reconstruction LOPES: direction of shower

13 20 June 2012, ARENA, Erlangen   LOPES Overview  
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Wavefront assumption for beamforming 

Beamforming with spherical or conical wavefront 
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AERA: direction of E field vector 
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C. Glaser, ARENA (2012)

AERA: measured vs. expected values
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Stijn Buitink - ICRC 2013

ID 63246771

zenith 17.5 deg
190 antennas
!2 / ndf = 1.3

Xmax = 672 ± 17 g/cm2

Preli
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ry

Monday, July 1, 2013

First measurement of Xmax with the radio technique

lateral distribution
NOT rotationally symmetric
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